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The former power supply site for the Sceaux rail line at Massy-Palaiseau in France is 
currently undergoing a multi-million-pound redevelopment and construction of a new 
maintenance workshop for the service trains needed to maintain the SNCF rail network. 

The new railway hub has been under construction since the end of 2017 and will be 
completed by 2023. The state of the art facilities will increase maintenance capacity 
and storage for 10 sidings with further works to accommodate, the tram 12 express 
line and Grand Paris Express, increasing reliability and availability of trains to the 
network.  

Cubis’ cable protection system MULTIduct™ was specified due to the congested 
utilities currently on site with extremely limited space for the installation of new 
ducting. MULTIduct™ provided the ideal solution with its secure, lightweight, easy 
to handle units that combine multiple ducts into one. This resulted in a reduced 
excavation with narrow and shallower trenches, without the need for extra back 
fill between ducts reducing costs and installation time significantly.

Cubis’ 4WAY and 6WAY MULTIduct™ units were also installed in a multi-bank 
formation to increase duct capacity in the limited space. The MULTIduct™ 
units narrower profile, resulted in 20 ducts in a confined space of just over 
(w) 500mm (h) 650mm, which could not be achievable with traditional 
ducting systems. 

Site de remisage + centre de dépannage des trains avec 10 voies de garage. 
Le plus grand site de remisage de la ligne B 
Un site opérationnel en 2020 
 
Multitubulaires à l’extérieur & à l’intérieur des bâtiments 
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Contact us:
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Lurgan, Co. Armagh, 
BT66 6LN, 
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Telephone: +44 (0)28 38 313 100
Email: info@cubis-systems.com

www.cubis-systems.com

Driven by Innovation
Innovation is the engine that has driven Cubis Systems to its position 

as global leader in the design and manufacture of access chambers 

and cable ducting systems.  

Inspired by innovation, we have developed quality products that 

replace traditional construction materials like bricks and concrete. 

Our lightweight plastics, incorporating intelligent design features, 

are used in the construction of infrastructure networks for the rail, 

telecoms, water, construction and power markets worldwide. Cubis 

products can be installed much faster than traditional methods and 

therefore save our customers both time and money. 

Cubis manufactures the preformed STAKKAbox™ network access 

chamber systems, the AX-S™ access covers range, a MULTIduct™ 

multiple duct system and the PROtrough cable troughing system at 

sites throughout the UK and Ireland. These innovative products are 

exported to more than 25 countries throughout the world.  

At Cubis we are committed to ongoing innovation and dedicated 

to delivering absolute product quality, detailed technical customer 

support and the highest levels of customer satisfaction. 


